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Introduction to the project

The “I see you” project was conceived at the end of the first term. I had always wanted

to interact directly with peoples mobile phones as a part of a personal project and using

the technology itself as the main object of research made everything fit together perfectly

to be able to present it as my minor project. Following mainly the works of Mackenzie

(2010) and Mackay and Avanessian (2014) I designed this project as an exploration of

peoples excessive trust and reliance on their mobile devices in the hopes that the project

would help them snap out of the zombie-like state in which most live in relationship with

technology; this goal, however, was not achieved. I would still count this as a success,

since it made me realise that more radical strategies are needed to achieve that goal and

on the technical side of things I learned many a thing that will undoubtedly be useful in

forthcoming projects, from programming skills to notions of community in open source

projects. The in-depth analysis of the whole project follows.

Researching the project

I wanted to find a way in which I could access people’s mobile phones in order to send

them a text message with the words “I see you.” and in my research I explored several

different options in order to achieve this. Three of them stand out and I explain them in

detail.
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Geo-fencing

The first approach to this was to program a mobile application that incorporated geo-

fencing functionality. In a nutshell, a geo-fence is a virtual barrier that allows a programme

to trigger an action when a device enters or leaves this barrier. This action can be a text

message, an email or some other kind of alert. In my case, I would have chosen text

message. However, this approach has several downsides for the goals of the project.

The main thing that has to be achieved is to find a way to accurately track the location

of a mobile devices. If you are using mobile phones, there a broadly speaking three ways

in which you can do this. The first one is by using cell phone tower triangulation (see

figure 1 ) . Pings are constantly exchanged between the phone and the cell towers to make

sure that the network is available. When a cell tower pings a mobile phone, the time the

signal takes to reach the phone and come back to the tower can be measured and in turned

transformed into a measure of distance. If the mobile phone is in the neighbourhood of

only one cell tower, the most you can hope for is a radio for the location of the phone

and the more towers that are in the neighbourhood the more accurate the location of the

phone. The upside of this approach is that you do not need any additional information or

processing power from the mobile phone, since this information can be fetched during

normal activity. The downside is that this location is never very accurate. It usually has a

precision of around one to three miles which can be good for some applications (weather

information is a good example) but for more specific situations it can be useless. A more

thorough discussion on the topic can be found in Zhao (2002). A second way to mobile

phone tracking is through its Wi-Fi antenna. The idea behind this is that although you

can change your mobile device often and move around with it, wireless hotspots are

not something people usually move around too much and the range of those devices is

not too broad. Hence, if you can find the places which hotspots are located and store

those locations in a database, the next time your phone is close to that specific hotspot,

your location can be somewhat accurately calculated. The way in which Google and

others collect this hotspot information is through your mobile phones. Every time you

successfully connect to a wireless hotspot, this information is stored in your device along

with your GPS location and identification number of the cell tower you are currently

connected to (Vaughan-Nichols 2015). The third method for locating your mobile phone

is through the device’s integrated global positioning system (GPS) microchip, which most

modern smartphones usually have. GPS technology, more specifically assisted GPS (or A-
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Figure 1: Graphical depiction of cell tower triangulation

GPS) is commonly used when more precision is required in the definition of your position,

for example with navigation systems. This way of locating your device first roughly

approximates the location with the cell-ID, then looks for wireless hotspots around to

to narrow down your position and lastly uses the integrated GPS chip to pinpoint your

device. This approach is usually accurate within a one to three meters and is accurate

enough for most consumer applications. It is also the method which drains the battery

the quickest and therefore should only be used in cases when high precision is absolutely

necessary.

This approach had some issues that would not have permitted me to develop the

project the way I wanted to. Firstly, a mobile application would need to be used and

this means that people would have to later download, install and give the necessary

permissions for the application to work. This defeats the purpose of getting people

off-balance with the text message pretending to be their phone talking to themselves,

they would immediately know it was the application they installed. The second one is

that it would only be available to smartphones an there is a large number of people who

still own ‘dumb’ phones. Ofcom (2014) reports that while there is a steady growth in the

number of smartphone users, in 2014 around 40% of adults in the UK still did not own

one and I did not want them to be possibly excluded from the project so I had to figure

out another way of doing this.

Wireless hacking

Hacking the wireless adapters of the phone was the second solution I thought about

for the problem. I must say that it was not on the table for too long, but it is important

to present it as part of the train of thought that ultimately led to conceive the project

in its final form. Hacking a phone through the wireless adapter is not an easy feat but

describing it is not as complicated. Wireless adapters, just like the antennas for the mobile

phone network, are constantly looking for available hotspots through a pinging process.

This is the way in which you can see the available networks around you when you look

for one in your computer or mobile device. You can set the adapter of most devices,

computers and mobile devices alike, to be a server rather than a client; when you use

your phone to share your 4G data connection with your friends, this is exactly what
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happens. In this server mode you can monitor all the devices that are around you which

respond to the ping and get their unique ID addresses (in case the phone wants to connect,

you would have to know exactly who to transmit the data to). After this is done you

can do what is known as port-sniffing, this consists in pinging every port —information

exchange points— in the device to see which of them is open for communication. Once

you find an open port then you can send a message to the device through it.

I started working on this approach and encountered a series of unfortunate events. For

starters, MacOS X, which I was using at the moment, is very keen on making it extremely

difficult to do those kinds of modifications to their computers (although Wireshark is a

piece of software that can help you sort things out if you are willing to dedicate several

hours to do research on your hardware). I turned to Ubuntu and installed this operating

system on an old spare MacBook Air and this was a challenge in itself. After successfully

doing the installation and trying to run the commands for this it came to my attention that

the wireless adapter of my specific model of MacBook Air does not allow for “monitor

mode.” I went out to buy a USB wireless adapter which was supposed to be able to do

just that and it turned out that the version I got was the only one of that model that does

not accept the driver for monitor mode.

GSM cell

When I was trying to sort the wireless problem, I ran into Ji Hu who pointed me in the

right direction. A group of people from New York University developed a similar project

–sending text messages to mobile phone users– called The messenger of God (Dahan 2013).

They accomplished this through GSM traffic interception and even provided what they

called a tutorial to set up your own. I did not hesitate to jump ship in that moment.

Another artist, Julian Oliver, also showed up in my research. He used the same kind of

technology in a piece for the Berlin Transmediale; his was called PRISM: The Beacon Frame

and sent messages about government surveillance (Oliver 2014).

I will not describe too much the process here since it will be made clear in the rest

of this report. The main idea consist in a security exploit of the 3G and earlier protocols

whereby mobile phones look for any cell tower to connect to and it is the cell that performs

the validation. If you are capable to build your own tower and allow any mobile phone

to connect to it, then it will. There are different strategies which will be discussed in the

following sections.
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Project planning

There are three main things that you need to build a so-called pico cell, namely a software

defined radio (SDR), a Debian/Linux computer and the software. The most important

to tackle is to find a suitable SDR because it is from the hardware up that a system like

this is built. Since I needed to use a specific software, OpenBTS, the most important thing

about the SDR was to be compatible with this open source development.

The radios suggested by the two projects I used as reference were from Ettus, since

they are built by the same group of people that developed the OpenBTS software which

makes them the natural choice. However, their cheapest solution is the USRP B200, wich

costs $675 USD and you must buy some additional daughter boards and an accurate clock

for them to be suitable for the task (Research 2014). This proved too expensive for my

budget so I had to research some viable alternatives. The SDR market is growing at a

very quick pace and several have sprouted from Kickstarter campaigns. After thorough

research on the options available in the market, I narrowed it down to three: the Genesis

G59, HackRF, and the bladeRF x40. The Genesis G59 GenesisRadio (2015) with massive

power output of up to 10 Watts but it is only sold as a kit and everything has to be

soldiered together, which is one major inconvenience. I talked to Alan about it because

he has very good soldiering skills but he said that the soldiering had to be absolutely

perfect for a project this complex and he was not willing to bet the $400 US dollars of the

kit on his ability to successfully assemble it. The second option was the HackRF SDR

(Ossmann 2015). At a reasonable cost of 344 eand support for the OpenBTS platform, this

seemed like the better option but then I realised that it can only either transmit or receive

at any given time, and this made this option unsuitable for the project. The last option

was the bladeRF x40 (Nuand 2015b), at a price point of $420 US dollars, it is a bit pricier

than the rest but if offered a complete solution. The Nuand team offer full support for the

OpenBTS platform and pay special attention to the clock, which is a very delicate part of

a GSM system because of the synchronisation required between the cell and the mobile

phone.

After doing the research I still needed to find funding to buy the radio. It was

suggested to me that I convince my classmates to let me use all of our budget for the

semester in this one piece of hardware. I have always been a very lousy salesman but my

peers were a very easy sell and after a five-minute pitch of the project were quick to let

me have the money to buy the Nuand bladeRF x40 software defined radio crucial for the
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Figure 2: Nuand bladeRF software defined radio

success of my project.

During this stage of the process I felt overwhelmed with the topic. I had chosen an

area of which I had only end-user knowledge, my studies in mathematics never reached

into signal processing nor had I ever had formal training in electrical engineering, so

trying to figure out which piece of hardware met the requirements for a specific software

proved a very complicated task. Because of this, I failed to notice at the time that OpenBTS

(Networks 2015a) is already an obsolete platform and, while it is good enough for the

scope of this project, it would have been better in terms of forward thinking to choose

YateBTS (Incorporated 2015) as the base transceiver station software, which is also fully

supported for the bladeRF.

Project Build

Building the project consisted mainly in properly installing the software and make sure

that some specifications were met. It was the most time-consuming task of all although

there are not too many steps involved in configuring a system because all of the software

is available open source and freely downloadable online (Networks 2015b). There are

four elements that need to be present in every GSM network system: the base transceiver

station (BTS), which is the main control for the network; the home location register,

which is the main database of subscribers to the mobile network; a telephony switching
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service, to handle the calls; and a store-and-forward text messaging system. The OpenBTS

framework uses Asterisk as the switching service, Sipauthserve as the registry, SMQueue

for the handling text messages, and OpenBTS itself is the main control. In addition to

the aforementioned requirements, a radio driver is needed for the install the Universal

Software Radio Peripherial Hardware Driver Software (UHD).

The first thing to do when the bladeRF is to install the appropriate field-programmable

gate array (FPGA) image for it to work at all. This is a procedure very well described by

Nuand (2015c) and I chose to build it from source because it is the recommended option.

It took around 25 minutes but was worth the wait; I have had no problems with it since

the first install. The next thing to do is to download the UHD and after trying several

automatised options (downloading from the Ubuntu repositories is one of them) with no

success I was left with no choice but to also build from source. As can be seen in figure 3,

I was warned the the process would “take quite a while” and it did. The begin and end

times can be seen in figure 4: the process lasted a little under two hours. After this install

was done, I thought the hard part was over but it was only the beginning.

The hardest part of the project was to properly install and configure everything needed

for the OpenBTS, this took around three weeks to properly set up. Only building the files

for the install took around 40 minutes each run and then figure out what had gone wrong

before running it again; as you can seen from figure 5, I had many an unsuccessful build.

After completing a build and the software not properly working, I found a guide to install

OpenBTS 5 (Ambrus 2015) which I followed with interesting outcomes that are left for

the discussion part of this documentation.

Conceptually the project remained unchanged from the beginning and until the first

trial runs of the system; the goal was to make people uncomfortable with their own

technology by sending them an unexpected text message with the words “I see you.” in

the hopes that it would make them reflect on the lack of security and possible surveillance

and tracking through their mobile devices. The evolution of this goal or the means to

achieve it are presented in the next section. Nevertheless it is worth noting that I discussed

with many people during the build phase the idea and proposed execution and it was

widely regarded as an interesting research topic and good approach.

Through building this project I confronted the difficulties of tackling a large problem.

Although it can be presented in very few words, building a mobile phone network is not

a task for the faint-hearted; even a pico cell like the one for this project requires a lot of
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Figure 3: Beginning of GNU Radio installation process
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Figure 4: End of GNU Radio installation process

Figure 5: Folders created after each build attempt
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Figure 6: First sent message.

effort. At one point the problem seemed too complicated and I felt underqualified but

with enough hours in the lab, little by little I learned enough to finish the job.

Project Outcomes – Dissemination

After successfully setting up a mobile phone network with the bladeRF and OpenBTS,

the cell was ready for some tests. I tested it first with my own mobile phone and then

Samantha’s. (see figure 6 ). The first frustration arose when almost no phone connected

to the network automatically and the cell had to be looked up manually in each phone

and the process was not very straightforward. Because of legal concerns, I chose not to go

outside of Goldsmiths to test the system but found few areas where many phones would

connect. I soon realised that this was due mainly to the fact that my network was a 2.5G

network compared to the 3G or 4G networks that most mobile phones use nowadays.

Hence, there was no reason for a phone to connect to a slower network than the one it was

already connected to. The second reason is that Goldsmiths has great coverage for most

carriers (EE being an exception) so there was again no incentive for the mobile phone to

switch cells.
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A review of the current regulations on radio transmission was in order, so I spent a

week going over the details. I will not explain all of them, instead I will just explain the

sequence of pages and licensing protocols and provide the links to each of them for the

interested reader. The first thing I consulted was the “Guide to the use of radio transmit-

ters and the law”(Ofcom 2015a) which indicated that a license is generally required for

transmitting signals in the frequencies I was using. Second, I looked at the different types

of license offered (Ofcom 2015e) and discovered that there are exceptions to a license.

Third, I read the exemptions for specific bands (Ofcom 2015c) and noting that the band

I was using was considered a high-frequency band turned to the “Higher Frequency

bands for Licence Exempt Applications”(Ofcom 2015b) but discovered that it was not

high enough for it to be considered as this kind of exception. I had to turn to the more

general wireless regulations (Ofcom 2015f) to discover that although not an exception per

se, there exists a kind of license that allows to operate within the frequencies I was using

for non-commercial research purposes. This is called the non-operational license (Ofcom

2015d). After reading the application for this license I realised that it was too technical

an endeavour to embark on my own, so I reached out to Fran Gallardo to see if he could

help me out with some people at the antennae group in Queen Mary but the information

required was too specific and the time too short to continue in that direction. I decided to

take the risk of using my system inside the London Underground, a place where I could

be certain there is no coverage and mobile phones would have no choice but to connect to

my system after weighing the odds of being called out because it is hard to accurately

determine where a random wireless signal is coming from.

From a technical point of view, the system worked flawlessly in almost every run

in the tube. In the first run alone, over 100 mobile phones connected to the system (see

figure 7) but people’s reactions where underwhelming. But although a huge amount of

people were connected to the network and presumably received the “I see you.” text

message, the day I got most replies there were less than ten (see figure 8) and all of them

in one form or another asked who the sender was and nothing else. Never did it appear

that people were caught off-guard or received a completely unexpected text message. I

believe this is mostly due to the fact that some forms of advertisement are presented this

way and also people are now too used to receive text messages. In my point of view, the

system failed to accomplish what I had originally intended it to provoke in people but

proved useful in making me notice how hard it is to get people’s attention through their
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Figure 7: First tube run: over 100 phones connected

mobile phones or rather out of them.

I took the problem back to the classroom and with the help of my classmates decided

to take the system a step further and program it so that any message sent within the

networked would be received by every mobile phone connected to it. It took less than

half a day to program this routine and we tested it out in the classroom with great success,

people were engaged and, after some fine tuning, the system handled the load without

problems. I am sorry to report that real-world trials where nowhere near as successful. I

took it to the Underground a couple of times and got absolutely no text messages from

the people. On the third run I did get some texts but the system didn’t work as expected

and the messages were not sent to all of the people connected to it. I took the cell out

three more times and all of them had the same problem: the system was not forwarding

the text messages. It is likely that it is a scale problem and the system can adequately

handle ten mobile phones but when over 100 are connected, as is the case every time

on the tube, things do not run as smoothly. Sadly, I do not have the means to test the

system in a controlled scenario and taking the computer out while commuting on the

tube could certainly be seen as suspicious behaviour and, because I am breaking at least

three different laws regarding frequency usage and private information access, I could

face serious charges and jail time. Hence I opted for cutting my loses and leaving the

project in that state, at least for the purpose of this report.

Overall, this project helped me notice how hard it is to get to people through their
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Figure 8: Text message replies.
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mobile phones since we are all connected to it all the time and media and information

consumption has never been so high which makes it complicated to send a message that

would truly stand out and make them reflect upon the technology. On my original reading

of both “Messenger of God” and “PRISM” I criticised their works for being too obvious

in revealing their goals immediate to the spectator. After having done this project I have

come to the conclusion that such an obvious approach may be the best, and possibly only,

solution to create an artwork that will be expressed through a medium to which people

are so accustomed; after all, we do need a slap in the face from time to time.

Technical Outcomes

Technical outcomes where the most successful for this project and I have to thank my

underestimation of the task I assigned myself. This project required good understanding

of Debian/Linux operating systems, in particular Ubuntu, and moderate knowledge of

signal processing and radio transmission; at the start of this project I had neither.

Installing OpenBTS was not an easy task. I first started with version 4.0 of the system

because it was the recommended from the Nuand forums and is also the one in their

repository (Nuand 2015a). The build failed time and again for different reasons —it is not

compatible with Ubuntu 14.04 so some libraries had to be installed from the 12.04 version

and it only works with USB 2.0 and the device comes with USB 3.0, to name a few— but

after about a week and a half and a lot of tweaking, I managed to get a successful build.

When I ran the program for the first time I got an unfixable error, namely the fact that my

computer has only USB 2.0 ports and the device USB 3.0 simply cannot work with the

settings required for OpenBTS 4.0 and had to turn to the latest version 5.0.

Using version 5.0 opened my eyes in regards to the support in the DIY and ham radio

communities. I followed a post that tentatively described what would have to be done in

order to have OpenBTS installed and running with the bladeRF SDR. While following the

post I found myself going from website to website looking for specific bits of information

that were linked in the post and had to solve a few problems not contemplated in the

guide which I came across. The build took less time than the 4.0, partly due to my better

understanding of Debian install files and the OpenBTS platform as a whole, but it was so

cumbersome that I chose to build a dedicated tutorial for the installation of OpenBTS 5

with the bladeRF (Vega Castañeda 2015). I received a great deal of support from people

on the Nuand forums and one of them helped me “debug” my tutorial. Now there is a
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link in their wiki under the HowTo’s section. It feels good to give back to the community

and because of my tutorial, my blog receives a steady flow of visitors from all over the

world, there have been almost 600 since I posted the tutorial, which would not have been

possible if it were only about my thoughts on the MA.

Figure 9: Visitors per day

Figure 10: Total number of visitors
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Figure 11: Worldmap of visitors

Looking back to the process, I am glad that I decided to set myself such a challenging

task. Although at times it seemed to big to tackle, I pushed myself and managed to set

up my own mobile phone pico cell which can manage calls and text messages. I learned

that open source projects like this one have a deep sense of community behind them and

people are only trying to support their chosen project, in this case the Nuand bladeRF

project, on their spare time and to the best of their abilities. I have developed skills in

community building and knowledge of Debian systems and a little bit of signal processing

that I could not have acquired without this project. From the technological point of view

it was a clear success even though things such as forwarding messages to everyone on the

network did not work properly on real-world conditions and calls would usually drop

after just a few seconds.
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